
 

Animalish Instincts 
 
“Catherine” 
“Yes?” 
“The horses.” 
“Okay?” 
“The horses in the stable.” 
“What about them?” 
“The horses in the stable need to be fed. Please go outside to             

feed the horses in the stable.” 
Catherine Cadwell got up from her chair and left her          

husband Christopher sitting in front of his breakfast, where his          
face hid behind a newspaper and his giant straw hat canopied           
over his side of the table. Putting on her shoes and opening the             
front door to the house, Catherine whistled and the Cadwell          
family dog, Byron, appeared to join her outside. He darted          
ahead of Catherine to chase a flock of crows in the fields, and             
the crows flew away and disappeared into the golden sunrise. 

Once in the stable, Catherine Cadwell picked up a bag of           
feed and walked down the row of horses, filling each horse’s           
trough with their morning meal. When she reached the end of           
the line, Catherine poured some feed in her hand and reached           
over to Maverick, her favorite black stallion that she talked to           
every morning. 
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“Oh Maverick, it’s another beautiful day in the countryside,         
yet my thoughts weigh heavily upon me with so much to take            
care of here on the farm.” 

Maverick walked to his owner and leaned his chin on top of            
the gate so that Catherine could stroke his brow. The sunshine           
glowed through the window and many sheep bleated outside. 

“Oh that I could forget the worries of the world and be a             
horse like you, running freely over the hills, quenching my thirst           
by the stream in the cool of the day, and staring at a full moon               
while listening to the barn owls every evening.” 

Maverick snorted and scratched his chin against the fence. 
“Maverick,” said Catherine, “do you know the story of the          

frog who was kissed by a princess and turned into a prince? Of             
course you do! Maybe I’m a Horse Princess, waiting to be kissed            
and turned back into my rightful form?” 

Catherine poured the rest of the bag into Maverick’s trough. 
“Silly me,” she said. “But you know what, Maverick? I’ve got           

it pretty good here. My husband works really hard and I’m only            
busy because our farm is doing so well. This is what I dreamed             
of having as a little girl, and if that counts for anything, I guess              
I’m already a princess in some way. Dreams really do come           
true.” 

Maverick munched away in the trough and Catherine scuffed         
her fingers his nose. She looked to her right and saw Byron            
wagging his tail, standing in the doorway and waiting for her to            
come back outside. After kissing Maverick on the nose,         
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Catherine picked up the emptied bag and took it with her           
outside. 

Halfway on the way back to the house, Catherine stopped          
and looked at the field of corn across the field, saying to herself,             
“Well, there’s a lot to do today. But I think—” 

Catherine screamed, feeling her hair pulled and her scalp         
scratched by the talons of a crow that flew over and tangled his             
feet atop her head. 

“Ahhhh! Ahh!” she screamed while Byron barked and        
jumped on her. Catherine waved the empty bag over her head to            
no avail, so she felt for the crows feet with her fingers to             
untangle herself. Falling on her side, Catherine screamed even         
louder when she felt the beak of the crow pinching and nipping            
away at her hands. 

Farmer Christopher ran to the front porch to see what all of            
the noise was and then yelled when he saw his wife tumbling on             
the ground. Just before he reached Catherine, the farmer         
grabbed a pitchfork which was laying in the yard and poised           
himself, ready to lunge at any moment. Not being too sure what            
to do, Farmer Christopher just hopped in circles around the          
ruckus and stabbed into the air, grunting with each thrust. 

“Catherine! The crow!” said Farmer Christopher. “The crow        
is in yer hair!” He hopped left and right a few times, with his              
giant straw hat flapping in the air. “Get the crow out of yer             
hair!” 

With her loudest scream yet, Catherine ripped the crow and          
a chunk of her hair off of her head in one pull. The crow              
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tumbled with its feet tangled and took flight. Farmer         
Christopher hurled the pitchfork at the bird and missed his          
mark. Byron ran after the crow barking, and then returned to his            
owners. 

“They always get away, Byron,” said the farmer as he looked           
at the dozens of pitchforks scattered about the lawn. He took           
his wife by the hand and all three of them walked back inside             
and into the kitchen. Catherine sat at the table and Byron laid            
beside her at the foot of her chair. 

“My Catherine. My poor Catherine,” said Christopher       
Cadwell. “My poor, poor Catherine. My sister once had a goose           
chase her in her yard. Chased her in her yard and bit her leg.              
Can’t trust them birds. Them birds not too kind to us wingless            
folk.” 

“Oww! Oww!” said Catherine as her husband untangled her         
hair to look at the scratches and cuts on her scalp. 

“Looks bad. Looks so bad we might be needing to get to the             
doctor’s.” Christopher tilted his head back and forth as he          
inspected his wife’s head. “The doctor’s gonna have to put some           
stitches in that noggin of yers. That noggin of yers gonna need            
some peroxide to clean it up. I’m-a-get the peroxide to clean yer            
noggin before we head to town.” 

Christopher stood up and went to the cabinet to find the           
peroxide while Byron remained at Catherine’s foot, panting and         
whimpering as he watched his master sorting through the         
bottles on the shelf. After finding the right bottle, Christopher          
dabbed a bit of the contents on a kitchen towel and applied it to              
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Catherine’s wounds. She writhed in her seat and breathed in          
through her teeth. 

“I know, I know, my Catherine,” said Christopher. “I know          
it ain’t much fun getting hurt by some animal. An animal ain’t a             
pleasant thing to be hurt by, ‘specially when we love ‘em so            
much.” 

“Does it look bad?” asked Catherine. 
“Well, I’ll just say it’s not too bad, but we best be going soon              

‘cause it ain’t gonna get better on its own. Nope, it’s not too             
bad. But I can’t say fer sure ‘cause I ain’t ever have something             
like that scratch up my head. Nope, no critter ain’t ever           
scratched up my head like that. And ain’t no animal ever gonna            
hurt me under my giant straw hat!” 

Christopher stepped back and accidentally crushed Byron’s       
paw under his shoe. Byron yelped, snarled, and bit Farmer          
Christopher on the ankle. 

“Owww! Oww-owwwwwww! Damn dog!” yelled Farmer      
Christopher as he held up his ankle in pain, hopping on his            
other foot. 

“Christopher!” said Catherine. 
“Damn dog,” said the hopping farmer. “I knew I should’ve          

worn my giant leather boots today! Now git out of here! Git!” 
Byron scampered out of the room with his tail between his           

legs. 
“Hold the towel on your head and wait on the porch while I             

get the carriage ready,” said Christopher as he limped out of the            
room. 
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After waiting a minute or two to gather her strength,          
Catherine got up from her seat and went to the front porch to             
sit on the rocking chair. She watched her husband limp from the            
stable as he lead Maverick back to the house. 

“Now Catherine,” yelled Christopher as he tied the horse to          
the carriage in the driveway, “Catherine stay put. Stay put till I            
tie this our horse. This our horse gunna take us to the doctor’s.             
The doctor’s gunna have a lot of stitchin’ to do.” 

Catherine rocked in her chair on the porch while she waited,           
and a crow landed on the banister in front of her and cawed.             
Noticing pieces of hair tangled in the crow’s talons, Catherine          
gasped and yelled for her husband. 

“Christopher! It’s an evil bird! This crow is evil! Help!” 
Farmer Christopher shuffled over to the porch and shooed         

the crow away with his giant straw hat. Looking over at his wife,             
he saw a feather sticking out of her hair. He reached over and             
said, “Hold still, dear.” As he pulled on it, Catherine cringed. 

“I think it’s stuck. Forget it. Let’s go to the carriage. Hold my             
hand and let’s walk to the carriage.” 

When Catherine stood up, a green speckled egg rolled off          
from the seat of the chair and splattered on the porch. The            
Cadwells looked down at it and Catherine said, “Maybe that’s          
why the crow was here. I didn’t see it when I sat down.” 

Christopher said, “You’re just worked up, Catherine.       
Worked up from the animals today. Let’s get away from the           
animals for now.” He led his wife down the stairs to the            
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carriage, but once they were walking on the grass, Catherine          
wandered away and started collecting tiny twigs in the yard. 

“Catherine,” said Christopher, “What are you doing? Why        
are you doing yardwork? The yardwork can wait for another          
day.” She didn’t respond, so the farmer hobbled over to his wife            
and took her by the elbow. “Let’s go to the carriage, honey.” As             
he turned Catherine around and back to the carriage, he noticed           
more crow eggs in the grass where she stood. 

Farmer Christopher helped his wife up onto the seat of the           
small carriage, where Maverick was kicking his hoofs, ready to          
take off. 

“I’m feeling dizzy,” said Catherine as she let go of her           
husband’s hand. “I don’t think I can make it to the city through             
all of those hills.” 

“You must, and ‘specially since yer feelin’ dizzy. Now stay          
put as I hobble me over to my seat over there.” Farmer            
Christopher’s limp was worse than before, but he made his way           
to the driver’s seat and took the reins in his hands. 

“Yah!” said the farmer. He whipped the reins and Maverick          
the stallion drew the carriage down the long driveway and onto           
the main road. After a few minute on the road, Catherine was in             
a daydream, building a tiny nest with the twigs she collected in            
the yard. 

The carriage travelled up and down the hills of the          
countryside, passing the inns and farms on its way towards the           
city. Many of the Cadwell’s neighbors spotted Farmer        
Christopher’s giant straw hat waving in the wind. Many on that           
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day wondered as the Cadwell’s carriage barreled down the road,          
“What would bring Farmer Cadwell to the city so early on a            
Tuesday?” 

Christopher kept his eyes on the increasingly narrow road         
when they reached the entrance of the forest. Looking forward,          
he asked his wife, “How you holdin’ up, honey?” 

Catherine didn’t reply. 
“Honey, tell me you’re okay.” 
No reply. 
Christopher turned his head and saw his wife’s hair replaced          

with a mess of feathers, and she no longer had lips or a mouth,              
but instead a giant beak protruded from the bottom half of           
Catherine’s face! 

Her crowish face stared forward in a daze, and she didn’t           
realize her condition until her husband said, “Catherine! Your         
face! You’re turning into a crow!” She looked down to see her            
hands, but instead saw black feathers sticking out of her sleeves. 

“Caw! Ca-caww! Cawww!” said Catherine, looking up and        
flapping her wing arms. She looked back and forth downwards          
at at her form and saw from behind her husband a white tail             
sticking out and wagging. 

Looking over at his wife, Christopher’s jaw dropped as he          
saw his wife’s upper half fully morph into the body of a            
human-sized crow. But while he whipped the reins for Maverick          
to gallop faster, Christopher’s ears were sucked into his head,          
and out of the bottom of his giant straw hat drooped two long             
and white fluffy ears. His mouth extended forward and took the           
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shape of a dog’s muzzle as he said “Catherine! Catheruff!          
Cuff-fuh-ruff! Ruff-fer-ruff!” The farmer now had the head of a          
white cocker spaniel and his wife’s shoes shot off the bottom of            
her legs, revealing her clawed, birdish feet. 

The carriage twisted and turned, careening through the forest         
with a dog wearing a giant straw hat barking at the reins and his              
crow-wife flapping and squawking at his side. The dogish         
Farmer Christopher lost hold of Maverick’s reins when his hand          
turned into paws and he saw a sign ahead that said Rough Road. 

“Ruff-roh!” barked Christopher to his wife, and their horse         
ran off of the path and took the carriage down the side of a              
rocky hill in the forest. 

“Aooooooo,” howled the farmer dog, and the woods fell         
silent after the sound of a great crash. 

 
“Caw! Ca-caw!” was the first sound Christopher the cocker         

spaniel heard when he regained consciousness. A small crow         
squaked in front of him and he saw its ruffled feathers atop its             
head, knowing it was his wife shrunk down to the species’           
regular size. He stood beside the wreck on all four of his paws,             
his body now fully transformed into a dog. 

Catherine the crow picked up her husband’s giant straw hat          
with her beak and flew over to place upon her husband’s head.            
She perched atop the hat and the animalish Cadwells stepped          
back onto the forest road away from the wreckage. They didn’t           
see Maverick anywhere. 
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The Cadwells spent the rest of their morning walking to the           
end of the forest path, with Christopher limping along from the           
bite above his hind paw and his bruises from the carriage crash.            
Catherine squawked at the passing vehicles on the road, but all           
of them ignored the dog and his wife perched on his hat. 

When they reached the end of the forest road and passed the            
clearing, the Cadwells saw the expanse of the city by the sea            
before them. Underneath a hazy and grey sky, factory whistles          
blew, the bells of the marina rang, and the hustling and bustling            
of the market murmured through the air. 

Taking the main path into the city, Christopher and         
Catherine passed through the carriages, carts, and legs of the          
people pacing about the market square unnoticed. Farmers,        
tailors, butchers, and fishermen reopened their stands right after         
lunchtime. Once getting through a clearing of people, the         
Cadwells saw a street leading downtown. 

“Well lookie here,” said a voice behind Christopher and the          
dog felt his giant straw hat lifted off of his head. Catherine flew             
a few feet ahead and turned to see a young man inspecting the             
hat in his hands. He wore an apron and had a patchy beard with              
greasy, black hair. 

“What’s a mangy little dog like you limping about here for?”           
asked the man as he walked behind his milk stand and placed            
the hat on the counter. Bottles of milk lined up on one side of              
the stand and the milkman’s cat rested on the other side with its             
two front paws dangling over the ledge. 
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“What do you think, Princess Patty-Cakes?” said the        
milkman to his cat. “What kind of dumpster do you think this            
dog got this trash from?” 

Princess Patty-Cakes flapped her tail as she turned her head          
to the hat on the counter. She was a white and fluffy cat, so              
fluffy that it looked like her eyes, nose, and mouth sunk into the             
middle of her face like quicksand. Princess Patty-Cakes looked         
back over at the dog and opened her mouth, making a sound            
that sounded like kek. 

“That’s what I was thinking, Princess Patty-Cakes,” said the         
milkman. “It probably too the hat off some lazy bum napping           
by the tavern...” He flipped the hat upsidedown on the counter           
and continued, “but it’d make a mighty big tipping basket.” 

Christopher snarled his teeth and the milkman and began to          
growl. 

The milkman said, “I ain’t scared of you. Not worried ‘bout           
some in-vuh-lid dog limping after me down the street. Now          
getchyer—” 

A black, feathery blur flew across the milkman’s face and          
knocked over one of his bottles, shattering on the street into a            
creamy mess. Princess Patty-Cakes jumped straight up and        
looked like a giant, poofy dandelion in the air. Catherine the           
crow flew back and perched on another bottle of milk after           
frightening the milkman and his cat.  

Christopher barked at the commotion and Princess       
Patty-Cakes stared down the bird and purred, ready to pounce. 
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The milkman put his hands out and said, “Princess! No!          
Don’t—” 

The cat leaped at Catherine and tumbled through the rest of           
the bottles on the counters. Lids flew about, glass shattered, and           
milk exploded all over, soaking the milkman and Princess         
Patty-Cakes. Catherine flew at the milkman’s face and the soggy          
cat gave chase, ultimately with her claws digging into the cheeks           
and forehead of her owner, 

“Princess Patty-Cakes! Get off of me!” 
Catherine grabbed Christopher’s giant straw hat from the        

counter in her claws and dropped it back on her doggish           
husband’s head. While the milkman and his cat wrestled on the           
ground in a puddle of milk, the Cadwell animals made their way            
down the street towards a tavern. 

After limping away for a few yards from the market,          
Christopher heard footsteps clopping and heavy panting coming        
from behind. Catherine squawked at her husband and flapped         
her wings in a panic. The dog turned left into an alley before the              
tavern and stopped in front of a wooden fence by a dumpster.            
Dead end. 

Without turning around, Catherine took off in flight to find a           
way to thwart the man chasing them, but in a blink of an eye a               
set of paws snatched her out of the air and drew her close to her               
captor’s face. Catherine cawed and cawed as she saw whiskers,          
pointy ears, and yellow fangs grow out of the milkman’s face,           
head, and mouth. 
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Purring and wagging his new tail behind him, the milkman          
said to the crow in his paws, “What a purrrfectly tasty treat, but             
I’ll save mew for later.” He looked over at Christopher, who was            
growling under his giant straw hat. 

The cattish milkman said, “You’re gonna pay the purrrice for          
making a mess of my pop’s business!” He hissed and poised           
himself, ready to leap at the dog. And by this time his head was              
fully like that of a cat. 

There was a bark, a growl, and a squawk. All three animalish            
beings leaped towards each other and tumbled into a pile of           
crates besides the dumpster. In the confusion, a small black and           
white cat darted away and wailed as it ran out of the alley. The              
milkman’s transformation was complete and he became the        
normal size of a cat during the brawl. 

Christopher’s limp was worse than ever as he and Catherine          
left the the alleyway. Most of those who passed by didn’t notice            
the animals walking along, and those that did quickly averted          
their eyes away from the sorry sight. Except for one man. 

In an ornamental carriage drawn by two white horses, a man           
wearing a top hat and tails called to the driver and pointed his             
cane toward the animal couple. 

“Malcolm, stop the cab,” said the fancy gentleman. One         
could hardly see his mouth, being covered by his fluffy white           
mustache which wiggled as he spoke. He stepped out of the           
carriage and took off his white gloves as he kneeled in front of             
Christopher the cocker spaniel and Catherine the crow. 
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“A dog who wears a hat and a crow upon his crown. You are              
no ordinary, beggarly animals. I wonder what is your name,          
small pup?” 

“Kruff-ruff-frer!” barked Christopher. 
“Are you hungry?” asked the fancy gentleman. He turned to          

his driver and said, “Malcolm! Help me carry our friends into           
the cab and we shall head back to the office!” 

“Yes, Mr. Dearsley,” replied the driver. 
Malcolm and Mr. Dearsley lifted the tired and hurting         

animals into the cab and drove off to the end of the street.             
Christopher rested his head over the side of the cab with the rim             
of his giant straw hat bobbing to the rhythm of the carriage            
rattling down the cobblestone street. 

The carriage stopped in front of a three-story building, and          
next to the front entrance was a large glass window with the            
words Dearsley’s Dear Animal Ark: Veterinary Services painted        
upon it. Mr. Dearsley led the Cadwells up the stairs and inside            
his waiting room. Malcolm followed them in and closed the          
door behind them. 

“Malcolm, I need you to run which errands you can without           
my company this afternoon,” said Mr. Dearsley while hanging         
his jacket and hat upon the coat rack. “After feeding the animals            
I must stay and tend to their wounds.” 

“Yes sir,” replied Malcolm. “You are most compassionate to         
operate on a day you usually set aside for yourself.” 

“Well, one would question my career if my heart did not sink            
at the sight of any hurting creature. I can push my meeting with             
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the bankers to another week, but who knows if this dog could            
go another day untreated. I must do what I can!” 

Mr. Dearsley knelt besides Christopher and inspected his        
punctured ankle and all of the other scratches and bruises that           
the dog accumulated throughout the day. He gently lifted the          
giant straw hat off and took note of Catherine the crow’s ruffled            
head. 

“Malcolm,” said Mr. Dearsley. 
“Yes?” 
“Are the costumes at the cleaners still?” 
“No sir. I picked them up and they’re back in the storage            

room as of yesterday.” 
Mr. Dearsley replied, “Excellent. This little one is ailed by          

more than physical injury. I must have a session with her too.”            
Mr. Dearsley stroked and re-curled the end of his mustache as           
he continued, “Yes. We’ll need to do the complete immersive          
experience. By chance, Malcolm, is there any more rosin for my           
bow?” 

“Yes,” said Malcolm, “but we will need to rehair it soon. I            
can visit the Cadwell farm for more supplies later today if it            
would please you.” 

“It would. The Cadwells have the finest horses in the          
country. I should make my way out there and finally make a            
personal visit one of these days.” 

Christopher wagged his tail and whimpered. 
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Mr Dearsley stood up and said, “Alas. These animals must          
be starving. You may take leave, Malcolm, and I’ll tend to these            
poor things. 

“Good day, sir! I shall ring you before supper.” Malcolm          
exited the waiting room and Mr. Dearsley left the room and           
returned with two dishes, one with kibbles for Christopher and          
another with seeds for Catherine. Sitting on one of the waiting           
room chairs, Mr. Dearsley sat to watch the Cadwells eat.  

Christopher munched on a few pieces from his dish and spat           
them out on the floor, and Catherine didn’t try any of her food. 

Mr. Dearsley stood and said, “How terrible! You are both          
nauseous from your pain and have no appetite! Come along          
now!” He picked up Catherine by her little crow feet and           
beckoned Christopher to follow them down the hall towards the          
back office. 

Stepping into the office, the two animals saw a wooden          
operating table, a few chairs, a desk, and a yellow parakeet in a             
cage suspended from the ceiling. 

Seeing the two Cadwells looking over at the cage, Mr.          
Dearsley said, “That’s Banana up there! Say hello, Banana!” 

Banana whistled in his cage. 
After lifting Christopher up on the operating table, Mr.         

Dearsley said, “Okay, friend, this might hurt a bit, but I need            
you to work with me. It looks like you were bitten by another             
dog in the leg and you have a lot of bruising and scratches about              
your body. I’m gonna clean the wound, stitch your gashes, and           
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splint your hind leg. Then I’ll take care of your little crow friend             
too.” 

For the next half hour, Mr. Dearsley operated on and treated           
the injured dog. At one point, the pain from the stitching caused            
Christopher to whimper for an entire minute, and Mr. Dearsley          
said with tears welling up in his eyes, “You misunderstood          
things. If only people knew the pain you animals experience in           
the wild, perhaps there would be more compassion in this          
world.” Mr Dearsley sniffled and continued, “Imagine if a         
person had to go through half of what you did to end up like              
this.” 

When his procedure was complete, Mr. Dearsley assisted        
Christopher to the floor and the dog laid awkwardly on a big            
and fluffy pillow with his splinted leg hanging off of the side.            
The veterinarian placed Christopher’s giant straw hat back on         
his head.  

“Now, my little crow,” said Mr. Dearsley, “you must forgive          
me for my hands are trembling and I need a quick bite to eat              
before I can trust myself to care for a delicate bird like yourself.             
I need only a few bites of bread from the pantry and I shall              
return.” He left the room and stomped down the hallway. 

Catherine looked down from the desk at Christopher and         
fluttered her wings. The dog was dazed but wagged his tail,           
thumping and thudding on the wooden floor of the office. They           
heard Mr. Dearsley’s footsteps approach and he reentered the         
office finishing a piece of bread. He walked over to the bird            
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cage, opened the tiny wire door, and handed the crust to the            
little yellow canary sitting on the tiny swing. 

“Little Banana, you get a treat for being so quiet today,” said            
Mr. Dearsley. 

Walking back to the table where Catherine the crow was          
perched, Mr. Dearsley picked up his tools and sat in front of his             
next patient. He said, “There isn’t as much to do for you, but I              
see in your eyes a sadness I seldom see in other animals. Be             
brave.” 

Catherine was strong as Mr. Dearsley operated on her head.          
Not too long into the treatment, the vet said, “Your dog friend            
will be well in only a few weeks of recovery, and so will you in               
just a few days. You know, nothing makes me feel more fulfilled            
than caring for those who can’t help themselves, but sometimes          
I wish I could be like one of you, forgetting all the cares and              
concerns of the world.” 

The crow fluttered her wings a little. 
“It’s okay,” Mr. Dearsley said taking note of the crow’s          

movement, “I’m just about done.” He reached for some gauze,          
doused it with a bottle of alcohol, and patted it on Catherine’s            
head. 

“But you know, I’ve never told any human about this before.           
When I was a child on my father’s farm, I’d often dream of             
waking one day in a stable and I would rush down to the pond.              
Upon seeing my reflection in the water, I saw that I had become             
a horse in my sleep. I would neigh in excitement and gallop            
about the fields without a care in the world.” 
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As Mr. Dearsley recounted his dream to the animals,         
Christopher heard a thud from the canary’s cage and saw the           
tiny swing where Banana once perched empty and swinging in          
place. 

“But at the end of the dream,” Mr. Dearsley continued, “my           
dad ran up to me from the bottom of a hill and asked, ‘Son,              
what in the world has gotten into you?’ 

“I replied, ‘Father, I am finally free! I am what I always            
wanted to be, for I am now a horse! Dreams really do come             
true!’ 

“‘You’re looney,’ my father replied sometimes. Other times        
when I had this dream, he simply laughed. He would then ask,            
‘Where in the world did you leave your clothes, boy?’ 

“And my dream would always end with me looking down,          
seeing my shame, and looking up to see everyone in my family            
— brothers, sisters, aunts, and uncles — pointing and laughing          
at me.” 

Standing up in his chair, Mr. Dearsley put away his medical           
supplies in a small leather bag and walked to the door. Catherine            
looked sideways at her husband and noticed his attention was          
on the parakeet’s cage. 

“There is one more part of your treatment, little crow,” said           
the veterinarian. “I believe the soul of an animal bruises much           
easier than their body, and when I saw the look in your            
sensitive, beady eyes, it reminded me of how I felt at the end of              
my dream. Your mind needs to be soothed before your injuries           
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follow suit. I will return in but a moment.” Mr. Dearsley stepped            
into the hallway, leaving the door open behind him. 

As the footsteps faded away, Catherine heard a tiny pitter          
patter coming from Banana’s birdcage and Christopher started        
to whimper. Running along the circumference of the cage was a           
tiny nude man with yellow bird wings stretched out, whistling a           
bird-like song. 

Catherine flapped her wings and squawked at Christopher,        
but through the disconcerting noises from the birdcage and         
Christopher moaning in discomfort, the notes of a violin swirled          
through the air and swelled louder and louder from the hallway.           
Stepping through the doorway in a crow suit, Mr. Dearsley slow           
danced and wept as he played his violin, with feathers from his            
outfit flurrying off with each spin. 

He crescendoed his final note and sat in front of Catherine,           
his beak almost touching hers in silence. Mr. Dearsley cocked          
his head back and forth at various angles and began his crow            
counseling. 

“Squa! Squa squa SQUA! SQUAAA! CAW! CAWW—” 
A crash interrupted Mr. Dearsley’s deafening counsel and the         

vet turned around to see a five foot tall nude man with a bird              
cage wrapped around his head run out of the office, flapping his            
arms down the hallway. 

Mr. Dearsley dropped his violin as he stood up, saying “Who           
was…? What? Was that Banana?” He took off his crow mask           
and ran to the waiting room, where he heard a window crash. 
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Christopher the cocker spaniel hobbled up from the pillow         
and Catherine took a ride on his giant straw hat to follow the vet              
down the hall. When they reached the waiting room, Mr.          
Dearsley stood by the shattered window in the waiting room,          
staring out towards the street. 

Taking note of the animals in the room, Mr. Dearsley said,           
“I’m sorry to leave you both behind, but the entire city is going             
to see big Banana flapping about in the streets if I don’t catch             
him now.” 

Still wearing the body of his bird suit, Mr. Dearsley opened           
the door and stopped in mid-thought, saying “Curious. I’ve         
heard of animals turning into humans during the full moon of           
October. But I wonder if humans…” He stopped talking and          
ran off into the street. 

Now alone in the waiting room, the Cadwell animals walked          
to the door and heard hollering down the street. With their           
wounds now treated, they walked out of the office and back           
towards the market. 

Once near the city’s entrance, Christopher saw a carriage         
drawn by two trotting horses and it was heading towards the           
road to the country. On the side of the carriage were the words             
Melvin & Sons Dairy Co. - Fresh milk delivered to your           
doorstep! Catherine cawed and her husband huffed back at her. 

With all of his energy, the dog limped and lunged toward the            
carriage and tried to hop into the doorway on its side, but when             
he put pressure on his hind leg, Christopher yelped and          
collapsed on the ground. The carriage stopped and an old man           
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peaked his head out of its side to see what the commotion was             
behind. When the old man saw the dog with the giant straw hat             
laying on the ground and taking deep breaths, he jumped out           
and knelt besides the Cadwells. 

“Oh no! Did I run you over, pal?” said the old man. He took              
off Christopher’s hat and Catherine flew to the cobblestone         
ground besides her husband. 

The old man from the milk truck looked over at the crow            
and said, “This is strange. It looks like someone took care of            
both of your wounds.” He examined Christopher’s giant straw         
hat in his hands and said, “and this looks like Farmer Cadwell’s            
hat?” 

“Coh-wohl!” huffed Christopher as he wagged his tail. 
“Cadwell! Are you Cadwell’s dog?” 
“Coh-wohl! Crough rough!” The dog struggled and got back         

up on his feet, and the old man put the hat back on the dog. 
“Well both of you are in luck today,” said the old man. “My             

son was a no-show for his deliveries this afternoon so I’m           
making my way past the Cadwell farm this afternoon. I can drop            
you off at the gate when I pass by.” 

After helping Cadwell animals into his milk carriage, the old          
man took the reins and drove everyone past the gates of the city,             
up the hills of the forest, and through the farm country. The sun             
was setting and the sky glowed orange when they reached the           
Cadwell farmstead, and in the direction of the city the sky was            
fading to purple. 
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“Well, this is where we part,” said the old man as he pulled             
on the reins of his horses and slowed the milk carriage to a halt              
by the Cadwell’s mailbox. “I’ll have to stop by next week and            
catch up with your owner. Bye bye for now, friends!” 

After Catherine and Christopher stepped out of the carriage,         
the old milkman Melvin whipped his reins and his carriage          
disappeared over the hills. The Cadwells walked to the back of           
their farmhouse and Christopher charged into a can of garbage,          
knocking it over with his hat falling off. Catherine flew in the            
container and pecked through the bag to find pieces of crust           
from last night’s dinner. Christopher and Catherine ate a few          
pieces and snuck back into the kitchen through the doggy door.           
Byron was sleeping on the kitchen floor and the Cadwells          
passed by unnoticed and up to the bedroom. 

The bedroom was getting darker with the sun setting         
through the windows, and Christopher the dog and Catherine         
the crow jumped on the bed and fell asleep underneath its           
covers. 

 
“Catherine.” 
“... ungh?” 
“Your head.” 
“Was it a dream?” 
“Your head has stitches in it.” 
Catherine opened her eyes and felt the top of her head with            

human hands. She looked at her husband and saw his bushy           
eyebrows, brown eyes, and his smile hidden behind his beard. 
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“Your head has stitches in it. Be careful not to touch them            
with your hands,” said Christopher. 

“It worked!” Catherine smiled and hugged her husband. 
“Them crumbs. Them crumbs we ate turned us back. They          

turned us back and—” 
“Wait,” said Catherine. “Where’s Maverick? He fell down the         

hill…” 
“I woke up in the evening. I woke up in the evening and             

went outside. When I was outside, I saw Maverick standing          
beside the stable. I took Maverick back inside the stable.          
Maverick’s in the stable and he is well.” 

Catherine kissed her husband on his forehead and said,         
“Everything’s okay! Everything’s back to normal!” 

“And we didn’t have to pay for a visit to the doctor!”  
They both laughed. 
“I’m gonna go check on the horses. We have a lot to catch             

up on after yesterday!” 
Catherine got up out of bed and got dressed to go outside.            

Right as she was leaving the room, Christopher said, “My hat.” 
“Yes?” replied Catherine. 
“My hat is in the backyard. Could you—” 
“Okay, okay. I’ll get it. I know it’s your lucky hat!” Catherine            

smiled and headed outside to the stable. 
Byron woke as Catherine walked out the front door followed          

along on the walk. Catherine took her time, breathed in the           
country air, and looked about her. The sun was rising, Byron ran            
about the yard, and a soft breeze brought Catherine a pleasant           
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aroma of fresh hay. She entered the stable, picked up an           
unopened bag of feed, and made her way down the line of            
horses. 

“So sorry, everyone! Mama had a long day out yesterday!”          
Catherine whistled as she poured the feed into each horse’s          
trough. 

“Stinky stinky... I’m gonna spend a lot of time cleaning up           
after all of you today… what’s this?” 

Catherine placed the bag on the ground when she reached          
Maverick’s stall and noticed the side door was ajar. Leading          
from her favorite horse’s gate and out of the door was a            
trickling trail of blood. She saw Maverick pacing about his stall           
and the front of his mouth was wet and darkened. 

“Maverick,” said Catherine. “What happened? Did you bite        
something?” The horse kept circling about his pen. 

Catherine followed the trail outside, and a few yards down          
the hill towards the pond she saw clothing strewn about.          
Amongst the clothes was the bottom half of a familiar crow suit            
with a bite mark in the arm. After she inspected the suit,            
Catherine looked up and noticed a horse stooping at the pond           
straight ahead. Her heart pounded and her hands were shaking,          
but she walked towards the animal from behind. 

Once standing only a few feet behind it, Catherine tried to           
peak and see if this animal had a bite on its front leg, but she               
couldn’t get a good look without the risk of alerting the horse to             
her presence.  
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“Is it real? Or am I still sleeping back at my father’s farm?”             
asked a voice in front of Catherine. She could only see the            
horse’s rear and hoped the voice didn’t belong to the animal. 

Too startled to say anything else, Catherine stuttered and         
only managed to say, “Mr… Mr. Dearsley?” 

“Yes! It is I, Mr. Dearsley! Look upon me and see…” said            
the horse while lifting its head from the water. It turned around            
and before Catherine’s eyes was the human head of Mr.          
Dearsley at the end of the creature’s neck. “Dreams really do           
come true!” 
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